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PROGRAMMING ACCOMPLISHMENTS
In our first five years of existence, Honeycomb has grown dramatically. 2015 accomplishments include:

•  Exceeded program goals and engaged 1,755 volunteers—that’s more than 6,000 since 2011.  
•  Created and managed 48 service events impacting 365,000 Chicagoans.
•  Added 7 new partners including The American Red Cross, Gardeneers, Anti-Cruelty Society and others.
•  Volunteer families represented more Chicago neighborhoods than ever before—88 zip codes in all. 
•  Honeycomb continues to deliver high-quality programs—100% of Honeycomb families surveyed were
   “very satisfied” with their Honeycomb experience and 100% would volunteer with Honeycomb again. 
•  Increased our mailing list to 2,800 email subscribers.
•  Piloted “teen only” volunteer events, expanded our project leadership team, developed new online
   resources and began exploring avenues for families to create service projects in their own neighbor-
   hoods.

Honeycomb also continues to be a recognized leader in family volunteering:

•  Presented a workshop at the Illinois Conference on Volunteering.
•  Hosted a multi-generational dinner as part of The Chicago Community Trust’s “On The Table” event.
•  Presented at the “Next Generation in Family Philanthropy” event hosted by the Siragusa Foundation. 
•  In partnership with Points of Light, helped nonprofit partners Circusteem, World Chicago, Goethe
   Elementary school, and Rehab Institute of Chicago build capacity with
   family-volunteer grants.

Thank YOU for supporting The Honeycomb Project in 2015. 
Honeycomb remains the only agency in Chicago—and one of the few in the country—that focuses on family volunteering. 

1.7K Volunteers
88 Communities
365K Impacted
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THE HONEYCOMB 
EFFECT

“Volunteering at the opening of the 
606 with The Honeycomb Project 

awakened our kids’ interest in biking, 
being outdoors and checking out our city’s 

trails and neighborhoods. It inspired them to 
focus on learning to ride, figuring out directions 

and Chicago geography. We’ve enjoyed 
biking the 606 and other routes through-
out the summer and now the kids want 

to do more walk-a-thons and 
bike-a-thons for causes close to 

their heart.” 
– Honeycomb Parent

Learn more at thehoneycombproject.org

OTHER ACCOMPLISHMENTS
•  Welcomed Jessica Yagan, CEO of Impact Engine to the Honey-
   comb Board of Directors
•  New promotional video was created with Picture Show Films.
•  Received a 6-month media sponsorship from WBEZ.
•  Developed a new website featuring inspirational stories, a 
   community calendar, DIY projects, and local resource guides to
   help families stay inspired and committed to civic engagement 
   for the long-term.

CHALLENGES
Honeycomb is poised to make an even larger 
impact in the coming years. The high rate of 
repeat attendance (65% of families return to 
volunteer again), long waiting lists (more than 
20 volunteers per project), and interest from 
nonprofit agencies indicate great need for 
Honeycomb’s work. Honeycomb’s challenge has 
been in meeting this demand for programs. In 
2015, Honeycomb will embark on a two-year 
capacity building project that will grow our 
programs and put the organization on a path to 
sustainability.
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The Honeycomb Project is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit 
organization with a focus on family volunteering. 
Our mission is to engage, mobilize and inspire kids 
and their families to build Chicago’s 
communities through public service.


